IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE we are revising *Classrooms That Work* for the sixth time! Much has changed since we first wrote this book in the early nineties. Systematic phonics programs have replaced whole language as the dominant organizing theme for literacy instruction. Struggling readers are found in the bottom reading group in primary grades and in the low track in intermediate grades. Reading First mandated that all children read at grade level and that their reading progress be regularly monitored. Response to Intervention mandated that schools demonstrate that struggling readers were receiving appropriate classroom instruction and targeted Tier 2 instruction if they were not making adequate progress in their classroom Tier 1 instruction. Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, which intend for all students to graduate from high school ready for college or career, were adopted by the majority of states. To date, there is no evidence that these changes have made things better for children who struggle with reading and writing.

In the first edition of *Classrooms That Work*, we applauded the authentic reading and writing experiences provided in whole-language classrooms but expressed our fears that children were not being given enough instruction in decoding and spelling. We made the case for balanced, comprehensive literacy instruction that included authentic reading and writing, along with explicit instruction in the skills that would enable children to successfully engage in reading and writing. Of course, the pendulum has once again swung too far. In many classrooms with a lot of at-risk readers, skills instruction, worksheets, and test prep absorb a huge amount of time and energy, leaving little place for actually engaging in reading and writing.

The most effective classrooms described in Chapter 1 are classrooms that do it all! Authentic reading and writing are combined with explicit skills instruction. Daily instruction includes some whole-class teaching, some one-to-one conferences, and both teacher-led and collaborative groupings. Literacy instruction takes place during the reading/language arts time and throughout the day as the students learn math, science, and social studies. The teachers in these classrooms believe all their students can learn to read and write well and don’t believe in an “either–or” approach to their teaching.

The original *Classrooms That Work* argued that all children—particularly children who struggle with reading and writing—need balanced, comprehensive literacy instruction. Our schools today have more children from racial and ethnic minority groups, more children who are learning English, more children from single-parent homes, and more children living in poverty. The need for balanced, comprehensive literacy instruction that pervades the school day and curriculum is greater now than ever. We have revised this book to help you better meet the needs of our increasingly diverse classrooms.

Like many of you, we worry about how Common Core is going to affect the literacy instruction received by struggling readers. Our greatest fear is that because Common Core raises the level of material students are expected to read at each grade level, struggling readers will not be engaging in the on-their-level and easy reading that all readers need to become confident, fluent readers. On the other hand, we are encouraged by the focus of the Common Core on higher-level thinking and comprehension and on including more informational text in our reading instruction at all grade levels. Children who struggle with reading can, and should, be expected to engage in higher-level, and critical, thinking about what they read. Many struggling readers are boys and boys generally prefer informational text over story text. Once they learn how to use the visuals and other special features informational texts provide, they are often more successful at reading informational text.

The other features of the Common Core that we like are its inclusion of the forgotten language arts—listening, speaking, and writing. Children are expected to talk with one another about what they are learning, to write informational and persuasive pieces about what they are learning, and to conduct research and make presentations to extend their learning.

Common Core raises the bar for all children. We have revised *Classrooms That Work* to provide more support for you as you work to help all your children rise to the challenge. Here are the major changes we have made:
New to This Edition

We have added a new chapter on reading informational text. In Chapter 8, you will find many lesson frameworks you can adapt to teach your students how to read informational text. Each lesson framework is illustrated with a sample lesson and each lesson incorporates the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model. At the beginning of the lesson, you model and show your students how they need to think and what they are to do. We call this phase, “I Do and You Watch.” “I Do and You Watch” is followed by the “I Do and You Help” phase in which the class helps you to think and do something. Next, students meet in their trios to work together to complete the task. In this “You Do It Together and I Help” phase, students talk to and teach each other how to do the kind of thinking required by the task. As you continue to teach lessons with different text using the same lesson framework, you fade out some of the modeling and help. When your formative assessments indicate that all your students have learned to do the kind of thinking the lesson is focused on, you have them complete the task independently. This is the final phase in the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model, “You Do and I Watch.” We believe that using these lesson frameworks specifically designed for informational text and providing lots of scaffolding in the early lessons and gradually fading out that scaffolding will greatly increase the success and confidence of your struggling readers with informational text.

Recognizing the importance of meaning vocabulary to comprehension, the Common Core includes a reading standard and two language standards that pertain specifically to meaning vocabulary. These standards require that students learn how to figure out appropriate meanings for words they encounter. This is particularly important for struggling readers who, when encountering a new word while reading on their own, are very apt to just skip over that word without thinking about what it means. This “Skip it!” habit is probably one of the major reasons most struggling readers have meaning vocabulary deficits, and meaning vocabulary is highly correlated with comprehension. To teach students how to use all the clues in the text—context, pictures, and morphology—to figure out word meanings, we have added a Word Detectives lesson framework to Chapter 6. This lesson, like the comprehension lessons, follows the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model. Across the year, you fade the scaffolding provided by you and the small group, and you expect all your students to be able to independently figure out word meanings for new words they encounter in reading.

As in previous editions, the writing chapter, Chapter 9, includes suggestions for making Writer’s Workshop the centerpiece of your writing instruction. In addition, this chapter provides lesson frameworks and guidelines for teaching students to write the informational, opinion, and narrative pieces required in the Common Core. Chapter 10 gives you practical suggestions for integrating writing with math, science, and social studies and for teaching lessons that connect reading and writing.

The final big change in this edition can be found in Chapter 12. The first 11 chapters of this book detail for you what we think is the best, most comprehensive Tier 1 classroom instruction. In Chapter 12, you will find diagnostic procedures you can use to truly target your Tier 2 interventions for struggling readers who are not making adequate progress with this “state-of-the-art” classroom instruction. You will learn how to quickly determine whether comprehension, word identification, or fluency is the greatest roadblock for each of your struggling readers and which interventions are apt to be the most effective.

It is hard for us to believe that we are writing the sixth edition of this book and even harder to believe that it was over 20 years ago when we wrote it originally. Back then, we thought we knew all there was to know about teaching all children to read and write. Twenty plus years later, we are smart enough to know we will never know it all!

Thank you to the following reviewers: Christie L. Brown, Clear Spring Elementary School, Hagerstown, MD; Leslie Hopping, Granville Intermediate School, Granville, Ohio; Cerissa Stevenson, Colorado State University; and Victoria A. Tabeek, MacMurray College.
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Creating Classrooms That Work

HOW WELL DOES YOUR CLASSROOM WORK? If you are like most teachers, you might respond, “Some days better than others” or “Most days, things work pretty well.” Or you might answer the question with a question, “What do you mean by ‘work’?”
In 1994, when the first edition of this book was published, it had a bold and optimistic title: *Classrooms That Work: They Can All Read and Write*. The claim that *all* children could learn to read and write was, at the time, not widely accepted. In January of 2002, the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) was signed into law by President George W. Bush. Reading First specified how NCLB was to be implemented. Reading First required states to assess student progress in reading and schools were penalized if they failed to make AYP—Adequate Yearly Progress. Reading First specified that by 2014, all children were expected to read on grade-level. Unfortunately, this important goal of teaching all children to read well was not achieved by the costly and widely implemented Reading First initiative.

Although Reading First did not require the implementation of specific commercial reading programs, it did require that curricula had to be based on “scientific” research. The effect of this requirement and the way it was implemented was that almost all schools that received federal funds adopted one of a few commercial reading programs. These programs in the early grades focused almost exclusively on phonics instruction and what students read consisted of “highly decodable” texts in which the words were controlled according to which phonics principles had been taught. The programs were also scripted, specifying in the teacher’s guide exactly what the teacher should say and how much time should be spent on each part of the lesson. Many school systems, fearful that teachers would deviate from the script, hired monitoring services to ensure fidelity of implementation.

Several large-scale evaluation studies have demonstrated that Reading First was not effective in raising reading achievement scores and that many children were left behind. In the executive summary of the federal government’s official final report on the impact of Reading First, the evaluators (Gamse, Jacob, Horst, Boulay, & Unlu, 2008) concluded that there was no consistent pattern of effects over time in the impact estimates for reading instruction in grade one or in reading comprehension in any grade and that there appeared to be a systematic decline in reading instruction impacts in grade two.

In addition to this large evaluation study, results from the National Assessment of Education Progress in Reading (NAEP-Reading) demonstrate the lack of effectiveness of Reading First. In the 2009 NAEP-Reading, seven years into the implementation of Reading First and more than halfway to 2014, 33 percent of America’s fourth-graders scored below the Basic level and 67 percent scored below the Proficient level. Only 8 percent performed at the Advanced level (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2010). Moreover, Reading First failed to reduce achievement gaps in reading. The gap between Hispanic and Caucasian fourth- and eighth-graders on the NAEP-Reading Test remained the same size in 2009 as it had been in 1992 (Hemphill & Vanneman, 2010).

The failure of Reading First is a fact. We are left to infer why it failed. The argument that it failed because it wasn’t implemented correctly does not hold water because of the scripted reading programs, the extreme pressure on schools to achieve AYP, and the fidelity monitoring many schools put into place. The failure of Reading First can probably be attributed to two factors—the narrow scope of the instruction and the scripted nature of that instruction.

Instruction in the programs adopted by Reading First schools was focused almost exclusively on phonics and fluency. Vocabulary and comprehension instruction were largely left until the later elementary years when students should have mastered phonics skills and be reading fluently. Lesaux and Kieffer (2010) gave a standardized reading comprehension test to 581 urban sixth-graders and found that 45 percent of them scored at or below the 35th percentile. The 262 struggling readers were then given a battery of tests to determine their relative strengths and weaknesses on the major components of
reading. Decoding, as measured by nonsense words, was above average for 78.6 percent of the struggling readers and a relative strength for the majority of the rest. Fluency was at least average or a relative strength for the majority of struggling readers. What the struggling readers had most in common was low meaning vocabulary knowledge. This study and others similar to it demonstrate that the near exclusive focus under Reading First on phonics and fluency did not prevent us from having struggling readers or teach them what they would need to know to be able to comprehend satisfactorily when they reach the upper elementary grades and middle school.

One of the most basic principles of effective instruction is that teachers must tailor their instruction to the needs of their students. In a scripted program, you can’t do that and if you do deviate from the script and one of the watchers happens to be sitting at the back of your classroom, you will be “called down” for your lack of fidelity.

Teachers we have worked with have cited many instances of this kind of monitoring. The one that is most egregious and hard to believe unless you heard it firsthand was from the African-American first-year teacher who told us he was marked down on the evaluation for not following the script. Following the script from the manual, he introduced the word Caribbean before students had read it. A student raised his hand and asked, “Where is that Caribbean?” This fledgling teacher pulled down the map, located the Caribbean, and then continued the lesson as scripted. He received an unsatisfactory evaluation. Locating the Caribbean on the map was not in the script!

In hindsight, we should not be surprised by the failure of Reading First. In fact, if focusing instruction primarily on phonics and fluency and doing that instruction in a scripted way had worked, it would have contradicted much that decades of research, experience, and common sense have taught us.

Observing in the Classrooms of Unusually Effective Teachers

Reading First didn’t work but we know what does work. All over the country—in rural, suburban, and urban areas—there are classrooms where, year after year, all the children succeed in learning to read and write. We know what happens in these overachieving classrooms. We know what kinds of environment, instruction, and activities the teachers provide that result in all children becoming readers and writers. In this chapter we will invite you into the classrooms of unusually effective teachers by sharing the observations of some very clever researchers. We will then summarize some of the characteristics you would see if you could be a “fly on the wall” in one of these “odds-beating” classrooms.

One of the first research studies that actually observed what was happening in classrooms to try to determine effective classroom practice was conducted by Michael Knapp in 140 classrooms in moderate- to high-poverty areas of California, Ohio, and Maryland (Knapp, 1995). After two years of observations, Knapp concluded that classrooms with the highest achievement gains were classrooms in which teachers:

- Emphasized higher-order meaning construction more than lower-order skills
- Maximized opportunities to read
- Integrated reading and writing with other subject areas
- Provided opportunities to discuss what was read
A team of researchers headed by Ruth Wharton-McDonald (Wharton-McDonald, Pressley, & Hampston, 1998) carried out the first extensive observational study to determine what actually happens in the classrooms of outstanding first-grade teachers. Administrators in school districts in upstate New York nominated “exemplary” first-grade teachers as well as “more-typical—solid but not outstanding”—first-grade teachers. In choosing the exemplary teachers, administrators were asked to consider their own observations of the teacher; teacher, parent, and student enthusiasm; the reading and writing achievement of children in that classroom; and the ability of the teacher to teach children with a wide range of abilities.

Five outstanding teachers and five more-typical teachers were identified, and the researchers made multiple visits to their classrooms across one school year. In addition to being observed, the teachers were interviewed across the year about their teaching and how they made decisions. Throughout the year, the observers also looked for indicators of how well the children in these 10 classrooms were reading and writing.

At the end of the year, the researchers reclassified the teachers according to the achievement of the children. Three classes had unusually high achievement. Most of the students in these three classrooms were reading books at or above first-grade level. They wrote pieces longer than a page in length, and their writing showed reasonably good coherence, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. These three classes with the highest reading and writing achievement also had the highest levels of engagement. Most of the students were working productively on reading and writing most of the time.

The researchers then looked at the observation and interview data from these three classrooms with the highest levels of reading, writing, and engagement and compared them with the data from other classrooms. Although there were many similarities across all classrooms, the three outstanding first-grade classes differed from the others in significant ways:

- All of the teachers provided both skills instruction and reading and writing, but the teachers in the highest-achieving classrooms integrated skills teaching with reading and writing.
- Every minute of time in the highest-achieving classrooms was used well. Teachers in these classrooms turned even mundane routines into instructional events.
- Teachers in the highest-achieving classrooms used lots of scaffolding and coaching—providing support but always trying to get the most out of every child.
- Teachers in the highest-achieving classrooms constantly emphasized self-regulation and self-monitoring.
- In the high-achieving classrooms, reading and writing instruction was often integrated. Reading and writing were also integrated with content areas, and teachers made many cross-curricular connections.
- Teachers in the high-achieving classes had high expectations for their children—both for their learning to read and write and for their behavior. Students knew how they were expected to act and behaved accordingly most of the time.
- Teachers in the high-achieving classrooms were excellent classroom managers.

Encouraged by the results of the Wharton-McDonald study and supported by a large grant, faculty at the University of Albany and other researchers planned and carried out an observational study of first-grade classrooms in five states (Pressley, Allington,
Wharton-McDonald, Block, & Morrow, 2001). Thirty exemplary or typical teachers were identified in New York, New Jersey, Texas, Wisconsin, and California, and year-long observations and interviews were conducted in their classrooms. At the end of the year, each teacher identified six students—two low achieving, two middle achieving, and two high achieving—and these children were administered a standardized reading test. Based on the results of this test, a most effective and a least effective teacher were identified for each of the five locations. Comparing observations in the classrooms of the most and least effective teachers revealed the following characteristics of the most effective classrooms:

- Skills were explicitly taught and related to reading and writing.
- Books were everywhere and used in a variety of ways—read aloud by the teacher and read and listened to on tape by the children.
- Children did a lot of reading and writing throughout the day and for homework.
- Teachers had high but realistic expectations of children and monitored progress regularly.
- Self-regulation was modeled and expected. Children were taught to check and reflect on their work and to make wise choices.
- Cross-curricular connections were made as children read and wrote while studying science and social studies themes.
- Classrooms were caring, positive, cooperative environments, in which discipline issues were handled quickly and quietly.
- Classroom management was excellent and teachers used a variety of grouping structures, including whole class, one-to-one teaching, and a variety of small groups.
- Classrooms showed high student engagement. Ninety percent of the students were engaged in their reading and writing work 90 percent of the time.

The researchers followed up their first-grade observational study by looking at exemplary teachers in fourth grade (Allington & Johnson, 2002). Thirty fourth-grade teachers from five states were identified. Classroom observations took place for 10 days in each classroom. Teachers and children were interviewed. Samples of student writing, reading logs, and end-of-year achievement tests provided information about the reading and writing abilities of the children. From their observations, interviews, and data, the researchers concluded that the following variables distinguished the most effective fourth-grade classrooms from the less effective fourth-grade classrooms:

- All kinds of real conversations took place regularly in the most effective classrooms. Children had conversations with each other and teachers had conversations with children.
- Through their conversations and in their instruction, teachers constantly modeled thinking strategies. More emphasis was put on How could we find out? than on right and wrong answers.
- All kinds of materials were used for reading and writing. Teachers “dipped” into reading, science, and social studies textbooks but rarely followed the lesson plans for these materials. Students read historical novels, biographies, and informational books. Magazines and the Internet were used to gather information.
Word study focused on building interest in words and on looking for patterns in words.

Learner interest and engagement were important variables in the teachers’ planning. Teachers taught the standard curriculum but tailored it to their students’ interests, needs, strengths, and weaknesses.

Managed choice was a common feature in these classrooms. Students were often presented with a topic or problem and allowed to choose which part of it they would pursue and what resources they would use.

Instruction took place in a variety of formats. Whole-class, various types of small groups, and side-by-side teaching were seen throughout the day.

Students were expected to work collaboratively and take responsibility for their learning. Working together was valued. When problems occurred, teachers helped students figure out how to solve these problems so the group could successfully complete its task.

Reading and writing were integrated with science and social studies. Many of the books chosen for the class to read tied into science and social studies topics.

Teachers evaluated student work with consideration for improvement, progress, and effort. Self-evaluation was also encouraged and modeled.

In the late 1990s, Barbara Taylor, David Pearson, and other researchers at the Center for the Improvement of Early Reading Achievement (CIERA) began investigating school and classroom practices in schools with unexpectedly high achievement and compared them to what was happening in similar schools in which the children were not “beating the odds” (Taylor, Pearson, Clark, & Walpole, 2000). They identified 70 first-, second-, and third-grade teachers from 14 schools in Virginia, Minnesota, Colorado, and California. Teachers were observed monthly and kept weekly logs of instructional activities. They also completed a questionnaire on their reading/language arts instructional practices. Some of the teachers and principals also participated in interviews. In each classroom, data were gathered for two low and two average readers in the fall and in the spring. When comparing the classroom practices of the most effective teachers with those of the less effective teachers, researchers concluded that the most effective teachers shared these qualities:

- Had higher pupil engagement
- Provided more small-group instruction
- Provided more coaching to help children improve in word recognition
- Asked more higher-level comprehension questions
- Communicated more with parents
- Had children engage in more independent reading

For a peek into preschool and kindergarten classrooms that work, we invite you into classrooms observed by Connie Juel and associates (Juel, Biancarosa, Coker, & Deffes, 2003), who followed 200 low-income urban children from preschool to first grade. Juel and her associates tracked the development of these young children in two important areas—decoding and oral vocabulary. While it is generally accepted that young children need to develop phonemic awareness and phonics skills to become successful readers, meaning vocabulary—that is, the number of words students have meanings for in their speaking and listening vocabularies—is often ignored. Meaning vocabulary, however, is
essential to comprehension, and deficits in the oral vocabularies of young children are apt to show up as comprehension deficits in future years.

When the 200 children were evaluated on their decoding and meaning vocabulary skills as they entered preschool, most showed deficits in both areas. The children improved in their decoding skills each year. By the middle of first grade, their average decoding scores were slightly above national norms. Although the children did make gains in oral vocabulary between preschool and first grade, they never caught up to national norms. In their vocabulary development, these low-income children were as far behind (nearly one standard deviation) in first grade as they had been in preschool.

Juel and her associates then looked at their classroom observations and coded all the instruction observed into five categories: letter-sound, oral language, anchored word, reading, and writing. The only category of activities that had a positive effect on oral vocabulary was anchored word instruction. Anchored word instruction was defined using an example from Pat Hutchins’s *Rosie’s Walk*:

The teacher had printed the words pond, mill and haystack on large cards which she places on the floor in front of her students. As she rereads the story, she points to the word cards and asks the students to walk around them the way Rosie walks around each of the locations in the book. The class discusses the meaning of the words pond, mill and haystack. (p. 13)

The article goes on to explain that the teacher then helps children with the sounds in the words pond, mill, and haystack but only after having the children actively involved in adding these words to their oral vocabularies. Choosing important words from reading, printing them on cards, and focusing specifically on their meanings is what Juel defines as anchored word instruction.

First-graders who had experienced more anchored word instruction had higher oral vocabulary scores. This increase occurred for children who entered preschool with low, average, and high levels of oral vocabulary. Conversely, the oral vocabulary scores of children in classrooms that spent the largest amount of time in letter-sound instruction decreased. This decrease in scores occurred for children who entered preschool with low, average, and high levels of oral vocabulary. Juel concluded her research with one of the best arguments for the need for balanced instruction at all grade levels:

Ultimately, effective early reading instruction must help students learn to identify words and know their meanings. With so much research emphasizing the importance of early development in both word reading and language skills, we must consider how to provide instruction that fosters students’ vocabulary development without losing the promising results of effective instruction in decoding. It does little good, after all, to be able to sound out the words pond, mill and haystack if you have no idea what they mean. (p. 18)
The non-urban school was on an army base. The percentage of children in these schools who qualified for free/reduced-price lunch ranged from 68 to 98 percent. Students in two of the schools were predominately Hispanic and most of these students were English language learners. One school was almost exclusively African American. Two of the schools had mixed populations of children, with approximately half Caucasian and half African-American students. In the army base school, 70 percent of the students were Caucasian. The tests taken by the students varied according to the states in which they were located. Scores on the 2005 state literacy tests indicated that between 68 and 87 percent of students met or exceeded the state’s standards for proficiency. All six schools scored better on their literacy tests than other schools in their districts that had lower levels of poverty.

The third factor all six schools shared was that they used the Four Blocks framework to organize their literacy instruction. Four Blocks, a framework for balanced literacy in the primary grades, began in the 1989 school year in one first-grade classroom (Cunningham, Hall, & Defee, 1991). Since then, it has expanded to include a Building Blocks framework in kindergarten and a Big Blocks framework in upper grades. At all grade levels, instructional time and emphasis is divided between a Words Block, which includes sight words, fluency, phonics, and spelling; a Guided Reading Block, which focuses on comprehension strategies for story and informational text and building prior knowledge and meaning vocabulary; a Writing Block, which includes both process writing and focused writing; and a Self-Selected Reading Block, which includes teacher read-alouds and independent reading.

The six schools had three things in common: They had large numbers of poor children, they had done better than expected on their states’ literacy tests, and they all used the Four Blocks framework. What did they do that allowed them to achieve their success? To attempt to answer this question, 12 factors were identified that research suggests are important to high literacy achievement: assessment, community involvement, comprehensive curriculum, engagement, instruction, leadership, materials, parent participation, perseverance, professional development, specialist support, and time spent reading and writing. Through interviews and school visits, it was determined that all 12 factors were valued by all six schools and played important roles in school decision making. To determine which of the 12 factors was most important to the schools’ success, teachers and administrators completed a survey in which they ranked these 12 factors according to their perceived importance.

None of these factors is unimportant, but when the teachers and administrators in these schools were forced to decide what contributed most to their success, time spent reading and writing, the engagement of their students in the literacy activities, and their perseverance in sticking with the Four Blocks framework were ranked as the most important factors.

The final evidence of what works in raising reading achievement comes from Chula Vista, California (Fisher, Frey, & Nelson, 2012). Chula Vista is a large school district with more than 27,000 K–6 students. The high level of poverty in Chula Vista is evidenced by the fact that 45 percent of their students qualify for free/reduced-price lunch and only 13 percent of the students are Caucasian. In 2002, only two of Chula Vista’s 44 elementary schools performed satisfactorily according to the California Academic Performance Index (API). Chula Vista implemented Reading First by purchasing a commercial reading program, providing teachers with 120 hours of professional development on how to use the reading program, and observing teachers daily to ensure the fidelity of implementation. By 2004, after two years of using the scripted reading program, nine of 44 schools performed satisfactorily on the API.
In 2005, Chula Vista abandoned the idea that scripted instruction could achieve their goals of teaching all children to read and adapted a model based on developing teacher expertise in reading instruction and supporting teachers in teaching reading lessons based on the needs and interests of students. They adopted the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model of instruction (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983) in which teachers first modeled and scaffolded the comprehension strategies they were teaching, then had the students practice the strategies in small groups, and, finally, asked students to perform the strategies independently. Across the next several years, leadership teams conducted regular classroom walk-throughs and provided professional development to teachers based on the instruction they observed. Scores on the 2011 tests indicated that 41 of Chula Vista’s 44 schools now performed satisfactory on the California API.

What We Know About Effective Classrooms

Based on the research studies of effective classrooms and schools, we can draw some firm conclusions about what it takes to create classrooms in which all the children learn to read and write.

The Most Effective Classrooms Provide Huge Amounts of Balanced, Comprehensive Instruction

_Balance_ is an overused word these days, but it is still an important concept in classroom instruction. Balance can be thought of as a multiple vitamin. We know that many vitamins are required for good health, and we try to eat a balanced diet. Many of us take a multiple vitamin each day as extra insurance that we are getting all the most important nutrients. The most effective teachers provide all the important ingredients that go into creating thoughtful, avid readers and writers. Exceptional teachers teach skills and strategies and also provide lots of time each day for children to read and write. The Juel study, in particular, points out the importance of balance (Juel et al., 2003). When teachers spend too much time on one component—teaching decoding—the development of another important component—meaning vocabulary—suffers.

Children in the Most Effective Classrooms Do a Lot of Reading and Writing

We have long known that the amount of reading and writing children do is directly related to how well they read and write. Classrooms in which all the students learned to read and write are classrooms in which the teachers gave more than “lip service” to the importance of actually engaging in reading and writing. They planned their time so that children did a lot of reading and writing throughout the day—not just in the 100 minutes set aside for reading and language arts.

Science and Social Studies Are Taught and Integrated with Reading and Writing

In a misguided effort to raise test scores, some schools have eliminated science and social studies in the primary grades and asked teachers just to focus on “the basics.” Unfortunately,
children who have not had regular science and social studies instruction usually enter the intermediate grades with huge vocabulary deficits. Science and social studies are the “knowledge” part of the curriculum. Young children need to be increasing the size and depth of their meaning vocabularies so that they can comprehend the more sophisticated and less familiar text they will be reading as they get older. Exemplary teachers don’t choose reading and writing over science and social studies. Rather, they integrate reading and writing with the content areas. As children engage in science and social studies units, they have daily opportunities to increase the size of their meaning and knowledge stores and real reasons for reading and writing.

**Meaning Is Central and Teachers Emphasize Higher-Level Thinking Skills**

In today’s society, where almost every job requires a high level of literacy, employers demand that the people they hire be able to communicate well and thoughtfully as they read and write. Low levels of literal comprehension and basic writing are no longer acceptable in the workplace. The most effective teachers emphasize higher-level thinking skills from the beginning. They ask questions that do not have just one answer. They engage students in conversations and encourage them to have conversations with one another. They teach students to problem solve, self-regulate, and monitor their own comprehension. Classrooms in which all the children learn to read and write are classrooms in which meaning is central to all instruction and activities.

**Skills and Strategies Are Explicitly Taught, and Children Are Coached to Use Them While Reading and Writing**

Excellent teachers know what strategies children need to be taught, and they teach these explicitly—often through modeling and demonstration. More importantly, these excellent teachers never lose sight of the goals of their instruction. When working with children in a small group or in a one-on-one reading or writing setting, these teachers remind children to use what they have been taught. Because the children are doing a lot of reading and writing, they have numerous opportunities to apply what they are learning and to do so independently.

**Teachers Use a Variety of Formats to Provide Instruction**

The argument about whether instruction is best presented in a whole-class, a small-group, or an individual setting is settled when you observe excellent teachers. Teachers who get the best results from their children use a variety of formats, depending on what they want to accomplish. In addition to providing whole-class, small-group, and individual instruction themselves, excellent teachers use a variety of collaborative grouping arrangements to allow children to learn from one another. Excellent teachers group children in a variety of ways and change these groupings from day to day, depending on what format they determine will best achieve their goals.

**A Wide Variety of Materials Are Used**

In some schools today, there is a constant search for the “magic bullet” to increase reading achievement. “What program should we buy?” is the question these schools ask. Not a single one of the exemplary teachers found in the various observational studies was using
only one program or set of materials. All the teachers gathered and used the widest range of materials available to them. Administrators who restrict teachers to any one set of materials will find no support for this decision in the research on outstanding teachers.

Classrooms Are Well Managed and Have High Levels of Engagement

In order to learn, children must be in a safe and orderly environment. If there are many disruptions and behavior management issues in a classroom, they will take the teacher’s time away from teaching and the children’s focus away from learning. All the teachers in the most effective classrooms had excellent classroom management. They expected children to behave in a kind and courteous manner and made these expectations known. These classrooms all had high levels of engagement. Almost all the children were doing what they were supposed to be doing almost all the time. If this seems a bit unreal to you, think about all the factors underlying these well-managed, highly engaging classrooms. Instead of doing a lot of worksheets and repetitive drills, the children were engaged in a lot of reading and writing. Because the teachers took into account the interests and needs of the children, the students were interested in what they were reading and writing. The fourth-grade classrooms, in particular, featured a great amount of managed choice and collaborative learning. Children spent time investigating topics they cared about with friends with whom they were encouraged to have conversations. Teachers focused their evaluations on improvement and progress, and they guided the children in becoming self-reliant and responsible for their own learning. Classrooms in which the activities seem real and important to the children are classrooms in which children are more engaged with learning and less apt to find reasons to be disruptive.

Common Core Raises the Bar

While schools across the nation were working to implement Reading First and becoming increasingly frustrated with the results they were getting, the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers were working to develop high-quality education standards. These Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts (CCSS-ELA) specify what K–12 students should be able to do at each grade level in the areas of reading, writing, language, speaking, and listening (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices [NGA] & Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2010). In developing these standards, the governors and chief state school officers worked backward from their previously developed College and Career Readiness (CCR) standards. The standards are very rigorous and require elementary students to engage in higher-level thinking, synthesis, and analysis, as they read or listen, to write well-formulated, mechanically correct opinion, informational and narrative pieces, and to conduct and summarize research. By the end of fifth grade, students are expected to be able to integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the topic knowledgeably—a task that would be challenging for many college graduates!

The majority of states have adopted the CCSS-ELA standards and teachers are working to provide instruction that will help students meet the very high standards and pass the tests that will evaluate how well the students—and teachers—are doing in the quest to be college and career ready!
Creating Your Classroom That Works

From the first edition to the current edition, we have been writing this book for you—the classroom teacher. It has been clear to everyone for decades that the teacher is the most important variable in how well children learn to read and write. In 1967, the results of the first-grade studies were reported. Teams of investigators examined the effectiveness of programs and approaches for teaching beginning reading. The principal finding of this seminal and national study was summarized by Bond and Dykstra (1967):

“to improve reading instruction, it is necessary to train better teachers of reading rather than to expect a panacea in the form of methods and materials” (p. 416).

The critical role of the teacher in determining reading achievement was confirmed by Nye, Konstantopoulos, and Hedges (2004) in a large study that showed that teacher effects were more powerful than any other variable, including class size and socioeconomic status. Although there are many restrictions on what elementary classroom teachers can do, most teachers are still given a great deal of freedom in deciding exactly how their classrooms will be run, how the various materials will be used, what the daily schedule will be like, what kinds of instructional formats they will use, how they will monitor and assess the progress of their students, and how they will create a well-managed, engaging environment. By learning from the most exemplary teachers—teachers who “beat the odds” in helping all their children achieve thoughtful literacy—you can create classrooms that work even better than they have in the past. You can teach all your students to read and write at the high levels required for them to be college and career ready.
In Chapter 1, we described the characteristics of classrooms that work—classrooms in which all the children become the very best readers and writers they can be. These classrooms share many important features. Teachers in these classrooms provide a comprehensive curriculum and devote time and energy to all the important components of literacy. They model, demonstrate, and encourage. They emphasize meaning and integrate reading and writing with each other and with the content areas. They use a variety of groupings and side-by-side teaching. They use a wide assortment of materials and are not tied to any one published program. They have excellent classroom management, based primarily on engaging their students in meaningful and worthwhile endeavors. Children spend a lot of their time actually engaged in reading and writing.
In this chapter, we will focus on the essential component that must be in place in any classroom where all the children learn to read and write. In order to become literate, children must become readers. Readers are not just children who can read—they are children who do read. The amount of reading children do is highly correlated with how well they read. The number of words in your meaning vocabulary store is directly related to how much you read, and your reading comprehension is heavily dependent on having meanings for the words you read. Fluency—the ability to read quickly and with expression—is also related to how much you read.

Reading is complex, and teaching children to read is equally complex. The fact that children must do a lot of reading to become good readers, however, is simple and straightforward. Because creating enthusiastic and independent readers is the essential foundation on which all good instruction can be built, we begin this book by describing how to create classrooms in which all children become readers. We hope that as you think about how to make your classroom one in which all children become readers, you will begin by considering how much and how willingly they read and what steps you can take to increase both those levels.

### Assess and Document Your Students’ Independent Reading

One of the characteristics of the most effective teachers is that they regularly assess how children are progressing toward meeting important goals and then adjust their instruction based on these assessments. Suppose that having all your children read more enthusiastically is one of your most important goals. You will be more apt to achieve this goal if you have some way of knowing where your children are early in the year and how they are progressing toward that goal.

Many teachers do a status assessment early in the year to determine how the children feel about themselves as readers. They file these assessments away and then have the children respond to the same questions halfway through the year and at the end of the year. After the children assess themselves halfway through the year, the teachers give them the reports they completed early in the year and have them compare how they are “growing up” as readers. Both the early-in-the-year reports and the midyear reports are then filed away. At the end of the year, the teachers have children self-report their reading habits one last time. After the students complete the final report, the teachers give them the first and second reports and have them write paragraphs summarizing their change and growth as readers. Many children are amazed (and proud!) to see how much more they like to read. The “Reading and Me” form is one example of the type of report you might use to help you and your students assess their growth as readers.

### Make a Teacher Read-Aloud an Everyday Event

Do you read aloud to your students at least once every day? Teacher read-alouds have been shown to be one of the major motivators for children’s desire to read. In 1975, Sterl Artley asked successful college students what they remembered their teachers doing that motivated them to read. The majority of students responded that teachers reading aloud...
to the class was what got them interested in reading. More recently, elementary students were asked what motivated them to read particular books. The most frequent response was “My teacher read it to the class” (Palmer, Codling, & Gambrell, 1994). Ivey and Broad- dus (2001) surveyed 1,765 sixth-graders to determine what motivates them to read. The responses of this large group of diverse preteens indicated that their major motivation for reading came from having time for independent reading of books of their own choosing and teachers reading aloud to them.

Reading aloud to children is a simple and research-proven way to motivate children of all ages to become readers. When thinking about your struggling readers, however,

**Common Core Connections: Teacher Read-Aloud and Independent Reading**

Speaking and Listening is one of the four major strands of the CCSS-ELA and Standard 2 relates directly to text read-aloud. Children in kindergarten and first and second grade are expected to describe and answer questions about key details in a text read aloud. Third-, fourth-, and fifth-graders are expected to determine main ideas and details and summarize text read aloud to them. Including daily read-alouds of a variety of texts through the elementary grades will help your students meet Listening and Speaking Standard 2.

Reading Standard 10 requires children to read grade-level stories, plays, poems, and informational and technical texts independently and proficiently. Your instruction, as described in the next chapters, will teach students how to read and comprehend a variety of texts. Independent reading time is their opportunity to independently apply what you are teaching them to materials of their own choosing.
you also need to consider what you are reading aloud. Did you know that most of the fiction sold in bookstores is sold to women and most of the informational texts are sold to men? Now, this doesn’t mean that women never read informational texts or that men never read fiction; it just means that males seem to have a preference for information and females for fiction.

Include Both Fact and Fiction

Reading aloud matters to motivation, and what you read aloud may really matter to your struggling readers. In True Stories from Four Blocks Classrooms (Cunningham & Hall, 2001), Deb Smith describes her daily teacher read-aloud session. Each day, Deb reads one chapter from a fiction book, a part of an information book, and an “everyone” book. She chooses the “everyone” book by looking for a short, simple book that “everyone in her class will enjoy and can read.” (She never calls these books “easy” books!) By reading from these three types of books daily, Deb demonstrates to her students that all kinds of books are cherished and acceptable in her classroom. Deb follows her teacher read-aloud with independent reading time. The informational books and “everyone” books are popular choices, especially with her boys who struggle with reading.

Reading aloud to students is more common in primary grades than in upper grades, even though it might be even more important for teachers of older children to read aloud. Most children develop the reading habit between the ages of 8 and 11. Reading aloud to older children provides the motivation for them to read at the critical point when they have the literacy skills to take advantage of that motivation. Intermediate teachers need to make a special effort to read books from all the different sections of the bookstore. Most of us who are readers established our reading preferences in these preteen years. If you read Cam Jansen mysteries then, you probably still enjoy reading mysteries today. If you read Star Wars and Star Trek books then, you probably still enjoy science fiction today. If you packed biographies of famous people and informational books about sports to take to camp, the books you pack in your vacation travel bags today are probably still more information than fiction.

One way you can motivate more of your students to become readers is to read some books in a series and some books by authors who have written many other books. Remember that your students often want to read the book you read aloud. Read aloud one of David Adler’s Cam Jansen mysteries, and then show students several more of these mysteries that you wish you had time to read aloud to them. Read aloud one of Gail Gibbon’s informational books on animals—perhaps Sharks or Whales or Dogs—and then show students the other 40 Gibbon animal books you wish you had time to read to them. Your students who like mysteries may have “choice anxiety” trying to decide which Cam Jansen mystery they want to read first, and your animal lover informational readers will not know where to begin with all of Gail Gibbon’s wonderful animal books. Unlike most anxiety, this kind of choice anxiety is a good thing!

My Epiphany

I (Pat) first heard this report on female/male preferences for fiction versus informational texts on All Things Considered while driving home from a workshop I had just done on motivation to read. I was instantly transported back to a fourth-grade class I taught many years ago. I had five “resistant” readers—all boys—who I tried all kinds of things with to motivate them to read. I can clearly hear their voices telling me that they didn’t want to read because “Reading is dumb and silly.” At the time, I thought this was just their way of rationalizing the fact that they weren’t good readers.

I read to my fourth-graders every day, but I am embarrassed to admit I can’t think of a single nonfiction title I read aloud. I read Charlotte’s Web but never a book about real spiders. What if their “reading is dumb and silly” attitude was engendered by the fanciful text I so enjoyed reading to them?

Reading to children motivates many of them to want to read—and particularly to want to read the book the teacher reads aloud. I wonder if my struggling boys’ attitude toward reading was an unintended consequence of years of being read to by female teachers who were reading their favorite books—which just happened to be mostly fiction! If I could go back in time, I would resolve to read equal amounts of fiction and informational text. Yes, I would still read Charlotte’s Web, but I would also read Gail Gibbon’s wonderful book Spiders.
Male Reading Models

Most elementary teachers are women, and most struggling readers are boys. A lot of boys believe that “Real men don’t read books!” Many schools have reported an increase in students’ motivation to read after some “real men” came in to read books to their classes.

Finding these real men and getting them to come to school regularly is not easy, but if you are on the lookout for them, they can often be found. Service organizations such as the Jaycees and the Big Brothers are a place to begin your search. City workers, including policemen and firemen, may also be willing to help. Would the person who delivers something to your school each week be flattered to be asked to come and read to your class? If some construction is being done in your neighborhood, the construction company may feel that it is good public relations to allow its workers to volunteer to come into your classroom for a half hour each week and read to your class.

Cindy Visser (1991), a reading specialist in Washington, reported how her school formed a partnership with the local high school football team. Football players came once a month and read to elementary classes. Appropriate read-aloud books were chosen by the elementary teachers and sent to the high school ahead of time. Interested athletes chose books and took them home to “polish their delivery.” On the last Friday of the month, the athletes donned their football jerseys and rode the team bus to the elementary school. The arrival of the bus was greeted by cheering elementary students, who escorted the players to their classes. There, they read to the children and answered questions about reading, life, and, of course, football. This partnership, which was initiated by an elementary school in search of male reading models, turned out to be as profitable for the athletes as it was for the elementary students. The coach reported a waiting list of athletes who wanted to participate and a boost in the self-esteem of the ones who did.

You may want to make a list of different genres, titles, and authors, on which you can record the books you have read aloud. By keeping a Teacher Record Sheet, you can be sure you are opening the doors to all the different kinds of wonderful books there are.

If you teach older children, you can show your students the whole range of items that adults read by bringing real-world reading materials, such as newspapers and magazines, into the classroom and reading tidbits from these with an “I was reading this last night and

It’s Never Too Late! Become a Book Whisperer!

If you need inspiration and lots of practical tips for turning older children on to books, read Donalyn Miller’s The Book Whisperer. Donalyn is a teacher who requires her sixth-graders to read 40 books during the year they spend in her classroom! Most of her students, including her English learners, reach or exceed this goal. She begins the books by describing the dilemma many teachers of teens and tweens face:

So many children don’t read. They don’t read well enough; they don’t read often enough; and if you talk to children, they will tell you that they don’t see reading as meaningful to their life. (p. 2)

If you can hear yourself saying these very words, read Donalyn’s book and you will be empowered to change this in your classroom and change the future for many of your struggling readers.
just couldn’t wait to get here and share it with you” attitude. You may also want to keep a book of poetry handy and read one or two poems whenever appropriate. No intermediate-aged student can resist the appeal of Jack Prelutsky’s or Judith Viorst’s poems. In addition to poetry, your students will look forward to your reading to them if you often read snippets from The Guinness Book of World Records and from your favorite joke and riddle books. Be sure to include some of the wonderful new multicultural books in your read-aloud, so that all your students will feel affirmed by what you read aloud to them.

Talking Partners

Many teachers use a “Turn and Talk” routine to increase student talk and engagement. Before introducing Turn and Talk to your students, think carefully about who you will pair with whom. If you have children learning English, do you have other children who speak their language and whose English is more advanced so they could do some translating? Do you have a “budding teacher” who, although not able to speak the language of the child learning English, would...
Approximately 25 percent of the children in U.S. elementary schools speak a language other than English as their home language. That means that one out of every four children in our classrooms must learn to speak English as they learn how to read and write English. Use your teacher read-aloud time as one vehicle for developing English vocabulary. Be sensitive to vocabulary that might not be understood and ask your students to explain what unfamiliar words mean. Be sure to include “everyone” books and informational books with lots of pictures as part of your teacher read-aloud. When reading an easy book, record that reading and let your English language learners listen to that book several times. If possible, include some books that reflect the culture of your English language learners.
Schedule Time Every Day for Independent Reading

The goal of every elementary teacher should be to have all children read for at least 20 minutes each day from materials they have chosen to read. Use an analogy to help your students understand that becoming good at reading is just like becoming good at anything else. Compare learning to read with learning to play the piano or tennis or baseball. Explain that in order to become good at anything, you need three things: (1) instruction, (2) practice on the skills, and (3) practice on the whole thing. To become a good tennis player, you need to (1) take tennis lessons, (2) practice the skills (backhand, serve, etc.), and (3) play tennis. To become a good reader, you also need instruction, practice on the important skills, and practice reading! Point out that sometimes we get so busy that we forget to take the important time each day to read. Therefore, we must schedule it, just like anything else we do.

At least 20 minutes daily for independent reading is the goal, but you may want to start with a shorter period of time and increase it gradually as your children establish the reading habit and learn to look forward to this daily “read what you want to” time. Consider using a timer to signal the beginning and end of the independent reading time. When engaging in activities regularly, some natural time rhythms are established. Using a timer to monitor independent reading will help children establish these rhythms. When the timer sounds at the end of the session, say something like “Take another minute if you need to get to a stopping point.”

When the time for independent reading has begun, do not allow your students to move around the room, looking for books. You may want to suggest to the children that they choose several pieces of reading material before the time begins. Alternately, place a crate of books on each table, and let children choose from that crate. Every few days rotate the crates from table to table so that all the children have access to many different books “within arm’s reach.” Depending on the arrangement of your classroom, you might want some of your students to read in various spots around the room. Make sure that they all get to their spots before the reading time begins and they stay in that spot until the time is up. Help your students understand that reading requires quiet and concentration and that people wandering around are distracting to everyone.

Establishing and enforcing the “No wandering” rule is particularly important for struggling readers. If your students have not been successful with reading in the past and they are allowed to move around the room to look for books during the independent reading time, then they will be apt to spend more time wandering than reading. Remember

English Language Learners

Support your English language learners in choosing books they can read during independent reading time. Provide them with alphabet and simple picture dictionaries. If they can read in their home language, help them find books in that language. When they demonstrate that they can read some materials, encourage them to take those items home and share them with their families, who will be delighted with the progress their children are making in learning English.
that one of your major reasons for committing yourself to this daily independent reading time is that you know how much children read plays a critical role in how well they read. If your good readers read for almost all the allotted time and your struggling readers read for only half the time, the gap between your good and poor readers will further widen as the year goes on. Having a large variety of materials within arm’s reach is crucial if your struggling readers are going to profit from this precious time you are setting aside each day for independent reading.

If you begin with just five or six minutes, kindergarteners and early first-graders can engage in independent reading even before they can read. Think about your own children or other young children you have known. Those who have been read to regularly often look at their books and pretend they are reading. Encourage your kindergarteners and early first-graders to get in the habit of reading even before they can do it. Many teachers of young children encourage them to “Pretend that you are the teacher and you are reading the book.” Kindergarten children are also very motivated to read when they are allowed to pick a stuffed animal or a doll to read to!

Accumulate the Widest Possible Variety of Reading Materials

To have successful independent reading, it is crucial that students choose their own reading materials and have plenty of materials to choose from. Collecting a lot of appealing books requires determination, cleverness, and an eye for bargains. In addition to obvious sources—such as getting free books from book clubs when your students order books, asking parents to donate, begging for books from friends and relatives whose children have outgrown them, and haunting yard sales and thrift shops—there are some less obvious sources. Libraries often sell or donate used books and magazines on a regular basis. Some bookstores will give you a good deal on closeouts and may even set up a “donation basket,” where they will collect used books for you. (Take some pictures of your eager readers and have them write letters that tell what kind of books they like to read for the store to display above the donation basket.)

Many classrooms subscribe to some of the popular children’s magazines. You will have far fewer resistant readers if the latest issue and back copies of Your Big Backyard, Children’s Digest, Cricket, Soccer Junior, Ranger Rick, 3-2-1 Contact, Sports Illustrated for Kids, National Geographic for Kids, and Zoobooks are available for your students to read during independent reading.

Another inexpensive source of motivating reading materials is the variety of news magazines for children, including Scholastic News, Weekly Reader, and Time for Kids. They generally cost about $4.00 per year, and you get a “desk copy” with an order of 10 to 12. Teachers across a grade level often share the magazines, with each classroom receiving two or three copies. These news magazines deal with topics of real interest to kids, and reading interest is always heightened on the day that a new issue arrives.

Big Buddy Readers

Having easy-to-read books available for older struggling readers will not get you anywhere if those readers refuse to be seen reading “baby books”? One way to get older children to read easy books is to give them a real-life reason to do so. In some schools, older children (big buddies) go to the kindergarten and read aloud to their little buddies books that they have practiced ahead of time. Arranging such partnerships allows older poor readers to become reading models. The buddy system also serves another critical function in that it legitimizes the reading and rereading of very easy books.

Once you have a buddy system set up, you can have the kindergarten teacher send up a basket of books from which each of your big buddies can choose. Tell them that professional readers always practice reading a book aloud several times before reading it to an audience. Then, let them practice reading the book—first to themselves, then to a partner in the classroom, and finally to a tape recorder.
Chapter 2 | Creating Independent Readers

Schedule Conferences So You Can Talk with Your Students About Their Reading

Early in the year, when you are getting your students in the habit of reading every day and gradually increasing the time for independent reading, circulate around and have whispered conversations with individual children about their books. Once the self-selected reading time has been well established, set up a schedule so that you can conference with one-fifth of your students each day. Use this time to monitor your children’s reading, to encourage them in their individual reading interests, and to help them with book selection if they need that help.

If your reading conferences are going to be something your students look forward to (instead of dreading!), you need to think of them as conversations rather than interrogations. Here are some “conference starters” you can use to set a positive and encouraging tone for your conferences:

“Let’s see. What have you got for me today?”

“Oh good, another book about ocean animals. I had no idea there were so many books about ocean animals!”

The Rotating Book Crates Solution

The goal of every teacher of struggling readers should be to have a variety of appealing reading materials constantly and readily available to the children. In one school, four intermediate teachers became convinced of the futility of trying to teach resistant children to read with almost no appealing materials in the classroom. The teachers appealed to the administration and the parent group for money and were told that it would be put in the budget “for next year.” Not willing to “write off” the children they were teaching this year, each teacher cleaned out her or his closets (school and home), rummaged through the bookroom, and used other means to round up all the easy and appealing books they could find. Then they put these materials into four big crates, making sure that each crate had as much variety as possible. Mysteries, sports, biographies, science fiction, informational books, cartoon books, and the like were divided up equally.

Since the teachers did this over the Christmas holiday, they decided that each classroom would keep a crate for five weeks. At the end of each five-week period, a couple of students carried the crate of books that had been in their room to another room. In this way, the four teachers provided many more appealing books than they could have if each had kept the books in his or her own classroom.

The four-crate solution was one of those “necessity is the mother of invention” solutions that the teachers came up with to get through the year without many books; fortunately, it had serendipitous results. When the first crate left each classroom at the end of the initial five-week period, several children complained that they had not been able to read certain books or that they wanted to read some again. The teacher sympathized but explained that there were not enough great books to go around and that their crate had to go to the next room. The teacher then made a “countdown” calendar and attached it to the second crate. Each day, someone tore off a number so the children would realize that they had only 10, 9, 8, 7, and so on days to read or reread anything they wanted to from this second crate. Reading enthusiasm picked up when the students knew that they had limited time with these books.

When the third crate arrived, students dug in immediately. A race-like atmosphere developed as children tried to read as many books as possible before the crate moved on. When the fourth (and final) crate arrived, children already knew about some of the books that were in it. Comments such as “My friend read a great mystery in that crate, and I am going to read it, too” let the teachers know that the children were talking to their friends in other classes about the books in the crates!

While the enthusiasm generated by the moving crates of books had not been anticipated by the teachers, they realized in retrospect that it could have been. We all like something new and different, and “limited time only” offers are a common selling device. The following year, even with many more books available, the teachers divided their books up into seven crates and moved them every five weeks so that the children would always have new, fresh material.
“I see you have bookmarked two pages to share with me. Read these pages to me, and tell me why you chose them.”

“I never knew there was so much to learn about animals in the ocean. I am so glad you bring such interesting books to share with me each week. You are turning me into an ocean animal expert!”

“I can’t wait to see what you bring to share with me next week!”

One way to make sure your conferences are kid-centered conversations, rather than interrogations, is to put the job of preparing for the conference on your students. Before you begin conferences, use modeling and role-playing to help children learn what their job is in the conference. Your children are to choose the book (or magazine) they want to share and bookmark the part they want to discuss with you. Make sure your students know they must prepare and be ready for the conference, since you will only have three or four minutes with each student. After role-playing and modeling, many teachers post a chart to remind children what they are to do on the day of their conference.

Rather than arbitrarily assigning one fifth of the class to the different conference days, consider dividing your struggling and avid readers across the days. Spend an extra minute or two with the struggling reader scheduled for the day. Many of these readers need help selecting books they can read. After your struggling reader shares the book chosen for that day, take a minute to help that student select some books or magazines to read across the next week. Advanced readers also often need an extra minute for help with book selection. These excellent readers are sometimes reading books that are very easy for them. Although reading easy books is good for all of us, it is nice to take a minute to nudge them forward in their book selection. Clever teachers do this in a “seductive” rather than a heavy-handed way.

“Carla, I know you love mysteries. The other day when I was in the library, I found two mysteries that made me think of you. Listen to this.” (Teacher reads “blurb” on the back of each mystery to Carla.) “Now, I have to warn you: These mysteries are a little longer and harder than the ones you usually read. But you are such a good reader. I know you could handle them if you wanted to read them.”

---

**Getting Ready for Your Reading Conference**

1. Choose the book or magazine you want to share.
2. Pick a part to read to me and practice this part.
3. Write the title and page number on a bookmark and put the bookmark in the right place.
4. Think about what you want to talk to me about. Some possibilities are:
   - What you like about this book
   - Why you chose this part to read to me
   - Other good parts of the book
   - What you think will happen (if you haven’t finished the book)
   - What you are thinking about sharing with me next week
   - Who you think would also like this book
Carla will probably be delighted that you thought of her and believed she could read harder mysteries. She will very likely “take the bait” and go off with some mysteries closer to her advanced reading level.

Reading books you want to read motivates you to read more. Sharing those books once a week with someone who “oohs and aahs” about your reading choices is also a sure-fire motivator.

**Make Time for Sharing and Responding**

Children who read also enjoy talking to their classmates about what they have read. In fact, Manning and Manning (1984) found that providing time for children to interact with one another about reading material enhanced the effects of sustained silent reading on both reading achievement and attitudes.

One device sure to spark conversation about books is to create a classroom bookboard. Cover a bulletin board with white paper, and use yarn to divide it into 40 or 50 spaces. Select 40 to 50 titles from the classroom library, and write each title in one of the spaces. Next, make some small construction paper rectangles in three colors or use three colors of small sticky notes. Designate a color to stand for various reactions to the books.

- Red stands for “Super—one of the all-time best books I’ve ever read.”
- Blue indicates that a book was “OK—not the best I’ve ever read but still enjoyable.”
- Yellow stands for “Yucky, boring—a waste of time!”

Encourage your students to read as many of the bookboard books as possible and to put their “autographs” on red, blue, and yellow rectangles and attach them to the appropriate titles. Every week or two, lead your class in a lively discussion of the reasons for their book evaluations. If some books are universally declared “reds,” “blues,” or “yellows,” ask your students to explain why the books were so wonderful or so lame. The most interesting discussions, however, can be centered on those books that are evaluated differently by your students. When most of your students have read some of the books on your bookboard, begin a new bookboard. This time, you may want to let each student select a book and label/decorate the spot for that book.

Another way to have your students share books with each other is to end the independent reading time with a Reader’s Chair, in which one or two children do a book
Make Time for Sharing and Responding

Each day. Each child shows a favorite book and reads or tells a little about it and then tries to “sell” this book to the rest of the class. The students’ selling techniques are quite effective, since these books are usually quickly seen in the hands of many of their classmates.

Another popular sharing option is to hold “reading parties” one afternoon every two or three weeks. Your students’ names are pulled from a jar and they form groups of three or four, in which everyone gets to share his or her favorite book. Reading parties, like other parties, often include refreshments such as popcorn or cookies. Your students will develop all kinds of tasty associations with books and sharing books!

Finding time for children to talk about books is not easy in today’s crowded curriculum. There is, however, a part of each day that is not well used in most elementary classrooms—the last 15 minutes of the day. Many teachers have found that they can successfully schedule weekly reading sharing time if they utilize those last 15 minutes one day each week. Here is how this sharing time works in one classroom.

Every Thursday afternoon, the teacher gets the children completely ready to be dismissed 15 minutes before the final bell rings. Notes to go home are distributed. Book bags are packed. Chairs are placed on top of the desks. The teacher has previously written down each child’s name on an index card. The index cards are now shuffled and the first five names—which will form the first group—are called. These children go to a corner of the room that will always be the meeting place for the first group. The next five names that are called will form the second group and will go to whichever place has been designated for the second group. The process continues until all five or six groups have been formed and all the children are in their places. Now, each child has two minutes to read, tell, show, act out, or otherwise share something from what he or she has been reading this week. The children share in the order that their names were called. The first person called for each group is the leader. Each person has exactly two minutes and is timed by a timer. When the timer sounds, the next person gets two minutes. If a few minutes remain after all the children have had their allotted two minutes, the leader of each group selects something to share with the whole class. If you establish a regular sharing time, you will find that your students are more enthusiastic about reading. Comments such as “I’m going to stump them with these riddles when I get my two minutes” and “Wait ’til I read the scary part to everyone” are proof that your students are looking forward to sharing and that this anticipation is increasing their motivation to read. The popularity next week of books shared this week is further proof of the motivation power of book sharing.
**Summary**

The more you read, the better you read! Nagy and Anderson (1984) showed that good readers often read 10 times as many words as poor readers during the school day. Guthrie and Humenick (2004) analyzed 22 studies of reading achievement and found that access to interesting books and choice about what to read were strongly correlated with reading achievement scores. Stanovich (1986) labeled the tendency of poor readers to remain poor readers as “the Matthew effect” and attributed the increasing gap between good readers and poor readers in part to the difference in time spent reading.

Summer reading loss by low-income children is a well-documented fact. Cooper, Nye, Charlton, Lindsay, and Greathouse (1996) reviewed 13 studies representing approximately 40,000 students and found that, on average, the reading proficiency levels of students from lower income families declined over the summer months, while the reading proficiency levels of students from middle-income families increased. In one year, this decline resulted in an estimated three-month achievement gap between more advantaged and less advantaged students. Allington (2013) summarizes the results of an attempt to stem this summer reading loss by providing low-income children with 12 free self-selected books to read in the summer. The poor children who were provided with these books actually showed gains in reading achievement over the summer months while the control children who were not provided books lost ground.
Wide reading is highly correlated with meaning vocabulary, which, in turn, is highly correlated with reading comprehension. Students who read more encounter the same words more frequently, and repeated exposure to the same words has been shown to lead to improvements in fluency (Topping & Paul, 1999). A. E. Cunningham and Stanovich (1998) found that struggling readers with limited reading and comprehension skills increased vocabulary and comprehension skills when time spent reading was increased.

Wide reading is also associated with the development of automatic word recognition (Stanovich & West, 1989). Share (1999) reviewed the research and concluded that self-teaching of word recognition occurs while readers are decoding words during independent reading. Good decoders teach themselves to recognize many words as they read for enjoyment.

This chapter has described classroom-tested ways to create a classroom in which your students read enthusiastically and independently. Reading aloud to your students from all the different types of books and magazines is your best tool for motivating independent reading. Scheduling time every day for independent reading demonstrates to your students the importance of reading and ensures that all your students spend some time every day developing the reading habit. Having a wide variety of books and magazines available is critical to the success of independent reading—particularly with your struggling readers, who may not yet have discovered the perfect books for them. Sharing what they are reading in a weekly conference with you and periodically with their peers further motivates students to read and is consistent with a sociocultural view of literacy.

How Well Does Your Classroom Support the Creation of Independent Readers?

1. Do I set aside time to read aloud to my students?
2. Do I read aloud from a wide variety of fiction and informational books and magazines?
3. Do I seize opportunities to build meaning vocabulary when I read aloud to my students?
4. Do I set aside time for my students to engage in independent reading?
5. Do I let my students choose what they want to read from a wide variety of materials?
6. Do I conference with my students about their independent reading?
7. Do I set aside time for students to share what they are reading?
8. Have I considered how I might provide self-selected books to my needy children to read over the summer?